Visual Arts
Students to complete at least 1 activity per week. (You can do more if you like them!) You can choose activities from other levels. And
check out the awesome art youtube links below!
Prep

Grade 1/2

Grade 3/4

Grade 5/6

Drawing
2D Shapes Hunt

Paper Skills
Origami

Drawing
Picasso Pets & People

Drawing
Your Sculpture

Make a shapes chart and draw or write all
the things you can find in your house, under
that shape.
eg: Rectangles
table, kitchen bench, rug.
eg: Circles
apples, plug, ball

Make chatterboxes and puppets (like we did
at school). Create a puppet show for your
family to watch!

Using the lesson from school, create some
Picasso style pets or people: eg. draw 2 eyes,
rotate the paper, draw one arm, rotate the
paper, draw a leg, rotate the paper, draw a
nose, rotate the paper. Now complete the
drawing, add details, colour in.

Remember your sculpture from school and
redraw it to your best memory. You can
modify it now, add more details. Write a
little blurb about it: name, language, special
abilities, planet it lives, family, etc. Write a
story about it. If you have access to ICT,
make a cartoon or movie about it.

Drawing
Pattern Hunt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OG
VkIVWJ0i8
and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oH
8RV-sFe_Y
Drawing
Castles & Buildings

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slY
X1OUKuhI
Drawing
Your Sculpture

Detailed Patterns Zentangle
If you have youtube access, create a
zentangle pattern drawing as shown in
this tutorial.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBs
W_wpFBxc

Look around your house and draw all the
things you can find, that have patterns in
them. Patterns are repeating: it can be
colours, shapes, lines, etc. Don’t forget to
look at the soles of your shoes!

We have made cylinders, rectangular prisms
and cones at school. Use tabs to create the
joining feet. Ask your parents for scrap paper
to create your own paper castle. Don’t
forget bridges, windows and walls. Play with
it using your toys!

Remember your sculpture from school and
redraw it to your best memory. You can
modify it now, add more details. Write a
little blurb about it: name, language, special
abilities, planet it lives, family, etc. Write a
story about it. If you have access to ICT,
make a cartoon or movie about it.

Drawing
Lines Hunt

Paper Skills
Mosaics

Artist Profile
Internet project

Drawing
3D Sketches

Lines can be straight, wavy, zigzag, spirals,
bendy, short, long. Look around your house
for all different types of lines, and draw
them. Lines can also be patterns. Can you
find and draw any line patterns?

Draw your favourite thing in the world. No
details. Ask mum/dad for paper scraps to cut
into little mosaic squares and triangles, and
glue them into your drawing to create a
mosaic.

Do a google search of the type of art you
like. Choose an artist and do a Profile Report
on them. Then create your own artwork
using their artwork as inspiration.

Choose any items in your house and try to
draw them as accurately as you can! Develop
an artist’s eye for observation: look at 3D
shape, angles, perperspective, how to draw
texture.

Drawing
Invent a Machine using Shapes and
Lines

Paper Skills
Cones & Cylinders Creatures

Drawing
Cartoon Art

Drawing
Arty Scribble

At school we made cylinders and cones to
create things. Try to make a creature,
dragon, alien, crazy monster...using all your
paper skills learnt at school! Ask your
parents for spare paper!

Everyone loves cartoons. Watch your
favourite cartoons and try to draw
him/her/it/them. It doesn’t have to be
perfect - you just need to be happy with it!
Then, create your own cartoon
drawing/episode for that character!

Remember our arty scribble lesson, of about
5 loose, quick lines across the page. No
thought. Then, rotate the arty scribble to
“find” starting images you can then build on
and add details, colours, thicker lines etc.

Invent a machine to do a job for you, that
you don’t like doing! What does it look like?
How does it work? What job is it doing? Use
shapes and lines to draw it. Label the
drawing if you can. (Get mum or dad to
help!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92
KQeUuOxc8

AWESOME ART SITES TO CHECK OUT AND TRY FOR *ALL* AGES!
https://www.artforkidshub.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmzjCPQv3y8
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXUH2dmTnXMSxmJfp4-LT8A

